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Abstract. In an earlier work[15], I showed mainly how an agent was  involved in selling in an
commerce[5] setup with polex information. The focus now with the polex information is to
determine the memory usage size and other details like timestamp, path, image size and
histograms of image information.
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1 Introduction

In detailing the fact on the image information as presented in the ambient system. This

article is written in a format with color codes to describe non-verbosely exact details for each

image. In total of about 18 images will be looked at in detail.

The color codes are described as following :

1. White Box: This will indicate a histogram region of information.

2. Orange Box: This is to indicate a timestamp region of image creation date.

3. Yellow Box : This indicates image size region in terms of width and height in pixels.

4. Green Box: This box will indicate the memory size region in MB-  Mega bytes.

5. Pink Box: The pink box indicates the path region of image emulate.
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In forming the details of image, several pictures of the captured screen images in the gallery

view[7] are shown in this article. The image type and compression used is in jpeg[8]  format

for all images. The box indicators are all indicated on the ambient image to have a look at

both image and Metadata details at the same time.

The outline of research are as follows :

1. Looking at the details of ambient system.

2. Communicating on the ambient structure with numerical indexing.

3. Concluding on research outputs.

2 Details on Ambient System

In describing the ambient system for each image, I will say that a histogram region boxed

with white color placed at top on timestamp region boxed with orange color. The orange box

is then placed on top of both the yellow region with boxed image size and green region with

boxed memory size. Finally,  a regional-pink box structured on path detail. The details of the

ambient structural images will be shown in the form below.

Let's step into the first look in viewing an image as desired.

2.1 One-by-one Display
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2.2 Comic Collection

The comic collection is to display a grid view of information.
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3 Conclusion

This research work is about outline of details of Metadata on images used in an electronic

agent commerce setup. A total of 18 images were look at. Details like memory size, path,

image emulate, image size, timestamp and more were provided for all images.

The path: /storage/emulated/0/3d logo/img. jpg can be read as follows :

1. Storage path: /storage

2. Path Emulator: /emulated

3. Path index: /0

4. Path folder : /3D logo

5. Path Image:/ img. jpg
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